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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE ADVENT of broadband services led to an extremely rapid growth of traffic. Optical transport networks (OTNs) are the most efficient solution to quench the future bandwidth demand. Network reliability and protection are among the most important issues concerning the transport of high-speed connections: interruption of an optical connection even for a short period (e.g., a second) could cause the loss of a huge quantity of data (e.g., 5 GByte for a 40 Gbit/s-modulated wavelength channel).
The guarantees of a prefixed maximum outage time and a maximum connection-failure probability [1] for a connection become fundamental components of the service level agreement between an operator and its customers. Being an OTN system composed of reparable subsystems, quality is usually measured in terms of connection availability (a measure of outage time), rather than reliability (a measure of disconnection probability), though this second parameter could have its relevance [2] . Many authors have proposed various ad hoc reliability parameters to be employed to networking problems [1] , [3] - [5] . In this paper, we will refer to availability defined according to classical reliability theory [6] , [7] . The method proposed could however apply without major changes also to cases in which reliability is the major concern.
Even if optical transmission systems and OTN switching nodes have reached high or at least acceptable technological quality, trying to satisfy customers' requirements by relying only upon this aspect would be too expensive for the operator. Redundancy is the technique that is commonly exploited to meet reliability and availability requirements. In the context of OTN, redundancy is implemented by adopting optical protection techniques. Usually, these are based on the concept that each connection has a backup path to recover it in case of failure. Obviously, protection requires available network resources and, thus, an extra cost for the operator [8] .
In this pasper, we will consider planning of an OTN starting from a known set of optical connection requests and from a greenfield physical installation. The sets of nodes and of wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) links connecting them are given, together with the physical lengths of the links. Each connection is end-to-end protected, i.e., it is implemented by setting up a pair of lightpaths from the source to the destination node, one of which is used in working conditions and the other is for protection. Network planning consists in allocating resources (in terms of WDM channels) to both working and protection lightpaths. Two optimization objectives are pursued: 1) maximization of the availability level guaranteed to the users and 2) minimization of the total number of fibers that must be installed to deploy the network (assuming that every fiber carries the same prefixed number of WDM channels). We will show different strategies to achieve these objectives: initially, no availability target is specified and all the connections are individually routed so to maximize the availability of each one, with no constraints on physical network resources; then the total number of fibers is minimized, by assuming the availability values obtained by the first strategy as constraints; finally, physical-resource minimization is repeated in the same way as before, but relaxing the availability constraints by a prefixed ratio.
We developed a design procedure, based on heuristic optimization, that can be applied to both the two possible implementations of end-to-end OTN protection, which are: dedicated path protection (DPP) and shared path protection (SPP). Most of the recent works published in the area of OTN availability design covered only DPP [4] - [7] , [9] . Some studies have been recently published to analyze availability in SPP scenario: authors in [10] and [11] investigate how setting a limit on the number of connections that share the same pool of backup resources can improve the average connection availability in the network, without causing a significant paying off in capacity requirements; [12] propose to use connection availability as a metric to provide differentiated protection service, recurring to different protection strategies, under a static traffic assignment; novel availability-aware strategies for dynamic traffic have been proposed in [13] and [14] , where authors exploit availabilitybased metric to take on-the-fly routing decision. In this paper, we will focus on network design based on static traffic matrix. We believe that our systematic approach for a joint availability 0733-8716/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE analysis and optimization with shared protection resources is an innovative contribution of the work we are presenting. This paper has been organized as follows. In Section II, some basic elements of availability and reliability theory, useful to the subsequent analysis, are briefly reviewed. In Section III, we illustrate the algorithms used by our optimization procedure, for dedicated and shared protection, discussing at the end a possible extension of the paper to include shared risk link groups. Section IV describes the reference availability model of WDM channel we have adopted to obtain the availability data for the case-study networks. In Section V, two examples of network planning are shown and the results obtained are compared and discussed.
II. AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
Reliability theory [2] , [15] gives the instruments to calculate the reliability parameters of a complex system. The starting point of such evaluation is availability characterization of the system functional blocks. Generally speaking, any system functional block can be associated to an instantaneous rate of failure . This function is evaluated by defining a suitable reliability model of the functional block. Parameters of the model are commonly specified by technology vendors or may be identified by experimental testing before system installation and then they may be updated by field measurements during the system operating lifetime.
In our case, the system to be characterized is the optical connection, which comprises as functional blocks the WDM channels and the nodes on which it is routed. In this paper, we have, however, considered ideal OTN nodes, i.e., perfectly reliable and immune from any kinds of failure (assumption not far from reality, according to [4] ). Thus, only WDM channels have to be taken into account as functional blocks. A WDM channel is part of an OTN link, composed of the fiber cable installed between two adjacent nodes and equipped by a set of line devices (e.g., optical amplifiers). The details of the reliability model adopted to describe a WDM channel will be given in Section IV; at this point, we shall only say that the model is based on the usual approximation of considering a constant rate of failure , corresponding to a negative exponential reliability function . According to such approximation, the mean time to failure (MTTF) of a WDM channel is simply given by . Moreover, this kind of model implies that the WDM channels of a given optical connection are mutually failure-independent and that failures randomly occur in time, independently from the components age. Another parameter has to be introduced, which is the mean time to repair (MTTR) of a WDM channel, again assumed to be constant in time. We introduce also the mean time between failures (MTBF) parameter, which is given by . Since we are interested in availability and we consider WDM links as reparable systems, system availability can be measured by the so called average steady-state availability (indicated simply as availability in the rest of the paper for short). This parameter corresponds to the probability that the system is able to perform its function at the time it is requested to do so, or, equivalently, to its average outage time. It can be shown [2] that for each functional block of the system the following relation holds:
We shall also introduce, for sake of presentation, the complement of , which is the average steady-state unavailability (unavailability for short) Fig. 1 shows the scheme of an optical connection protected by DPP. The working and protection lightpaths are represented by displaying the set of WDM channels on which they are routed.
The basic condition of end-to-end protection is working and protection lightpaths (the w/p pair) being routed along failureindependent network elements. Given that nodes have been assumed ideal, the failure event we are considering in this paper is link failure. When it occurs, all the WDM channels belonging to the failed link simultaneously become unavailable. Therefore, the above condition of independency translates in our case to the simple constraint that the working and the protection lightpaths must not be routed on WDM channels belonging to the same link, or, synthetically, it reduces to a link-disjoint routing condition for the w/p pair. 1 Given the absence of failure correlation implied by link-disjointness, the availability of the working and the protection lightpaths can be individually computed. Each of the two lightpaths is the series of its WDM channels. According to the approximate model adopted, the availability of the working lightpath is given by the following equation: (1) where indicates the th of the WDM channels composing the working lightpath.
For realistic systems, . The following useful approximate equation will then be employed to evaluate lightpath unavailability [5] (2) Similar equations apply to the protection lightpath in order to evaluate (or ).
Since we have identified the single optical connection as the system to be characterized in terms of availability, we should clarify in which conditions it is available. Being it is implemented by end-to-end protection, a connection is "on" when either the working, the protection or both the lightpaths are available. In DPP, the state of availability of the two lightpaths does not depend upon the state of any other lightpath: each DPP connection can be treated separately from all the other connections in the network, applying the simple methods proposed by Lee [16] for blocking probability evaluation due to traffic congestion, a field that can be considered dual to reliability, in the sense that mathematical formulations are in general the same if we substitute congestion to reliability (or availability) parameters. Hence, the total availability of the DPP connection is obtained by considering the parallel of working and protection lightpaths [4] according to the following simple equation:
Analysis of connection availability gets more complicated in case of SPP. When a connection shares protection resources with others, the possibility of exploiting its spare lightpath in case of failure on the working lightpath depends on the state of the other sharing connections. Lee's approach could be still applied to compute approximate values, but then results would be too far from reality to be useful [17] . In order to assess availability of the connection with sufficient accuracy, combinations of multiple failure events should be taken into account: the list of such combinations becomes rapidly lengthy as the number of shared WDM channels and the number of sharing connections increase. We have however proposed a simplified analysis that leads to a closed-form equation (details are reported in [18] ). The proposed approximation method consists in neglecting some multiple-failure combinations that are favorable to the recovery of the connection for which availability is being estimated.
Let us consider a generic connection . The sharing group of is the set of all the connections that have their protection lightpaths sharing one or more WDM channels with the protection lightpath of . This set, composed by elements, is such that all the working lightpaths of its members are failure-disjoint with the working lightpath of . is "on" when its working lightpath is "on"; is "on" also when its working lightpath is "off," the unshared links of its protection lightpath are "on" and no connection of is using the shared part of the protection lightpath of . This latter condition is certainly true (sufficient condition) when each has its working lightpath "on."
Our simplified approach considers only the events listed above: being based on sufficient conditions it returns a conservative approximate availability value of connection , given by (4) and are the availability of the working and the protection lightpath, respectively, of a generic connection of the sharing group of ; and are the availability of working and protection lightpaths of itself.
In order to asses the availability of without approximation, we should comprise other possible failure patterns, all regarding the case in which is "off." In order to go through more details, let us assume that a priority-criterion is adopted in the sharing group . is divided into the two disjoint subsets and : if the working lightpath of any fails along with the working lightpath of , then the protection resources shared among and are exploited to recover , while is lost. The opposite happens when fails with . In the favorable event-combinations for survivability, all the cases in which is "off" together with one or more working lightpaths of the connections of should be accounted. Of all these combinations, those with a single in failure with would add the maximum contribution to availability (two failures second-order contribution). In [18] , exploiting Monte Carlo simulation, we have verified that, for realistic availability values of WDM links, by neglecting such contributions our approximate analysis overestimates the average unavailability of a connection by less than 1%, if in the real network a fair contention-resolution method is adopted.
Let us consider now the case in which is "off" together with , with . There may be one or more failures hitting the links of which are not shared with , leaving the shared parts intact: the consequence is that, though the shared parts of should have been used to recover , they can be reverted to the recovery of , as is out-of-play. The same easily extends to the cases in which more than one connection of is in the same conditions of . The most relevant to availability of these event combinations are those involving and only one connection : they are three-failure events third-order contribution. Reference [18] shows that neglecting them leads to differences between real and approximate connection availability of less than 0.01% for realistic values of WDM links availability.
Our approximation, in short, consists in neglecting all failure event combinations in which fails together with one or more with : this implies to assume that all the connections involved in multiple working-lightpath failures are lost, leaving the protection resources unused. Our approximate model is slightly pessimistic, with the advantage however that backup-resource contention does not have to be included into the model and the list of events to be considered is limited to a tractable size.
Equation (4) clearly shows that the availability of an SPP connection depends on the availabilities of its own w/p pair and of just the working lightpaths of all the other connections of the sharing group. Sharing-group cardinality is a main parameter of the equation, while the number of protection WDM channels that are actually shared has no relevance. Note that (4) reduces to (3) in the case (no sharing, thus, DPP) and obviously it returns the exact result without approximations.
Let us consider the example shown in Fig. 2 , in which a portion of a network is shown hosting the sharing group of . It should be noted that all the working lightpaths of the group are link-disjoint, as a consequence of the basic condition of shared protection, which is that all the connections of a sharing group must always be recoverable from a single link-failure event. In the example, the availability of connection is . To conclude this section, let us add a final general remark. In this paper, we have considered only techniques able to recover single-link failures. More complicated protection techniques would allow recovery of simultaneous and independent multiple-link failures affecting both the working and the protection lightpath of a w/p pair. Multiple-failure recovery [19] greatly improves (by orders of magnitude) the connection availability [18] , but on the other hand it requires a much higher network deployment cost. We will show later in this paper that, if we consider only internal failure causes, single-failure recovery is more than sufficient to meet the five-nines availability target usually demanded by customers at affordable deployment costs.
III. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
Let us now describe our availability-design method. As we have stated in Section I, network optimization is carried out in two phases according to two different cost functions: connection availability and fiber number. The first phase is called maximum-connection-availability design (MCAD). It solves the problem of allocating resources to each of the demanded connections in an unconstrained-capacity network. The second phase is named availability-constrained physical-resources optimization (ACPRO).
A. MCAD-Dedicated Path Protection
MCAD is solved with a heuristic technique by allocating resources for all the connection requests in sequence, starting from an empty network with oversized number of fibers on all the links, so that the amount of physical resources is never a constraint. Since the number of wavelengths per fiber is an input parameter, identical for all the fibers of the network, a safe oversize method is to initially set the number of fibers per link equal to , where is the total number of connection requests and is the number of wavelengths per fiber. Allocating resources to a protected connection is equivalent to solving routing and fiber and wavelength assignment (RFWA) for its working and protection lightpath (under the link disjoint constraint). To solve this problem, we have exploited a tool previously developed for WDM network design, the details of which have been published elsewhere [20] , [21] , and will be omitted here for brevity. Availability-oriented design capability has been introduced as a new feature of the tool. The principle of the tool is to transform the RFWA problem into a minimum-weight path-search problem on a multifiber layered graph (MLG). This representation of the network is obtained by including one arc per WDM channel in the graph; arcs are grouped so as to form a stack of layers, one per wavelength and per fiber; layers are connected by vertical arcs at the nodes, to represent wavelength conversion or switching possibilities; an arc allocated to a lightpath is marked as busy and cannot be reallocated. The arcs of the graph are assigned suitable weights, so that the minimum-weight path-searching algorithm can reproduce the selection operated by some RFWA criteria, such as shortest-path routing, least-loaded routing, first-fit wavelength assignment, and so on. In case of end-to-end protection, the path search is substituted by an algorithm which finds resources to the w/p pair lightpaths under the link-disjoint constraint.
The above method can be easily extended to availability design simply by assigning each arc of the MLG a weight equal to the unavailability value of the corresponding WDM channel. Section IV explains how these values are obtained. Some changes have however to be made upon the algorithms operating on the MLG, that are different for DPP and SPP.
From (3), we know that the unavailability of a DPP connection is . The most available RFWA in this case is the cycle in the idle portion of MLG that minimizes . Such a cycle could be found by nonliner programming, with a high computational complexity. We propose instead the following heuristic method [9] . Two known algorithms can be applied to find a cycle on a weighted graph: the "one-step" (or Bhandari [22] ), finds the link-disjoint pair of paths having the minimum total weight ; the "two-step" (or repeated Dijkstra), assigns as working the least-unavailability path and as protection the second link-disjoint least-unavailability path . None of the two algorithms actually minimizes , but the suboptimal solutions they find are expected to be very close to the absolute optimum. Our method applies both the algorithms for each connection and keeps the solution found which gives the lowest unavailability. It can be proved that when the two solutions are identical, they also coincide with the actual optimum [23] : since the two-step approach minimizes the unavailability and the one-step approach minimizes the sum , we prove that, when they coincide, also the product is minimized. The proof of this statement shows that the hyperbola associated to the product in the plane lies at the minimal value of in correspondence of the intersection between the two lines representing, respectively, and . We conjecture that this heuristic approach gives results sensibly far from the optimum only in extremely connected networks.
Once all the connection requests have been satisfied, empty fibers are removed from the network.
B. MCAD-Shared Path Protection
The heuristic method described for DPP cannot be applied in the case of SPP because the "one-step" algorithm does not work. Bhandari algorithm jointly builds the two lightpaths of the w/p pair, but when protection resources are shared, the knowledge of the working lightpath is needed to build the protection in order to check link disjointness of the working lightpaths of the same sharing group.
We have, therefore, developed another heuristic algorithm which is divided in the following steps.
Step 1) Start with the network idle and oversized.
Step 2) Take the first not-yet satisfied connection request of the sorted list of connection requests.
Step 3) Find RFWA of the working lightpath applying Dijkstra on the MLG, using WDM channel unavailability as weights.
Step 4) Build the list of already allocated connections having their working lightpaths sharing at least a link with .
Step 5) Disable links crossed by .
Step 6) Find RWFA of the protection lightpath applying Dijkstra on the remaining MLG, using WDM-channel unavailability as weights. An arc of the MLG can be allocated to only if it is not already allocated to a protection lightpath of a connection belonging to .
Step 7) Set to zero all the weights of the arcs belonging to . This operation is required to induce future protection lightpaths to share WDM channels with .
Step 8) Remove empty fibers and end if all the connection requests have been satisfied; else go to Step 2).
Note that the use of (4) is not necessary in MCAD.
C. ACPRO-Dedicated and Shared Path Protection
MCAD does not care about network resources. In particular, at the end of MCAD many partially empty fibers will be present in the network, since MCAD is "greedy" under the fiber occupation point of view. After the MCAD phase, ACPRO gives the possibility of decreasing the number of installed fibers while keeping connection availability under control. ACPRO is transparent to the kind of protection adopted and, thus, works the same with DPP and SPP.
A margin is fixed as an input to ACPRO: the optimization procedures guarantees that the final unavailability of each connection is less then times the unavailability reached for that connection after MCAD. The second input to ACPRO is the network with all the connections allocated as resulting from MCAD.
The optimization procedure is displayed in the flowchart of Fig. 3 . The following symbols are used in the chart:
• is a counter running from 0 to , where is the number of wavelengths per fiber (a known global network parameter); • a -fiber is a fiber having WDM channels allocated to working or protection lightpaths; • is the index denoting the currently processed fiber; • is the set of connections, each one such that either its working or its protection lightpath crosses fiber ;
• denotes a particular RFWA solution for the w/p pairs of all the connections of ; • is the set of unavailability values of all the connections of routed according to . It is obtained by solving (4) for all the connections of the set. ACPRO starts by removing all the already empty fibers (i.e., -fibers with ). is incremented and the first -fiber with the new value is detected. Let us indicate such a fiber by the index . A reallocation routine is then performed on fiber : the current RFWA solution of the connections of the set is stored, together with their unavailability values ; are deallocated (the resources their w/p pairs were occupying are freed) and they are rerouted after having disabled . If rerouting is not possible for all the deallocated w/p pairs due to lack of free resources, then is put in place again and the old network state is restored. If an alternative RFWA exists (all the connections of can be rerouted), the corresponding set of unavailability values is computed and compared with : the new solution is accepted and permanently removed only if the unavailability of any connection has not increased by more than a factor ; else, and the old are restored. Once the reallocation routine is concluded on , the next -fiber is detected and it undergoes the deallocation routine. The process is repeated until all the -fibers have been probed. Then, is incremented and the entire cycle repeated until . At the end, all the partially used fibers have been probed at least once.
D. Extension to Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG)
By definition, a shared risk group (SRG) [24] is a set of network elements that are simultaneously struck by the same failure event. Since nodes have been assumed ideal, the approach presented in this paper could be extended to consider the presence of shared risk link group (SRLG) [25] , [26] in the network. Commonly, SRLGs occur only in very particular geographical conditions, such as when the only affordable opportunity to connect an island is through a single bridge which must thus be shared by all the cables: they may, however, be of interest in network planning.
When a failure occurs on a SRLG, all the WDM channels belonging it simultaneously become unavailable. Therefore, the condition of independency between the working and the protection lightpaths of a connection used in Section II must be extended from the simple link-disjoint constraint to the SRLG-disjoint routing condition. Let us discuss what is the impact of this generalization on the design and optimization procedures explained above.
Routing a SRLG-disjoint w/p pair with a "one-step" method is not possible in a general case, even in the simple DPP case [22] . The presence of SRLG's sets correlations between physically disjoint links: the knowledge of the routing of the working lightpath is needed to build the protection in order to check SRLG disjointness, in a similar way as it happens in the link-disjoint SPP case. In [22] , Bhandary provides modifications of the one-step method that can be used with some SRLG configurations, e.g, the fork and the express link configuration. However, if a "two-step" approach is always adopted, then the extension becomes easy.
In the SPP scenario, MCAD can be applied to the SRLG case with no major modifications, since only the "two-step" approach is already exploited also for the link-disjoint constraint. Steps 4) and 5) reported in Section III-B have to be modified as follows: 1) build the list of already allocated connections having their working lightpaths sharing at least a SRLG with and 2) disable all the links of the SRLGs crossed by .
In Section III-A, we have explained that our MCAD procedure relies both on a "one-step" and a "two-step" path-finding algorithm. The extension of to planning in presence of SRLG's is simply achieved by giving up the "one-step" part and performing just the repeated Dijkstra. The possibility of verifying if a connection is actually routed along the least-unavailable cycle is no longer available. However, as already mentioned, our experience in the link-disjoint case with realistic network topology is that situations in which the "two-step" approach returns results different from the "one-step" are quite rare. Finally, the exploration of different alternative candidates, as shown in [27] , can provide good results, alleviating the suboptimality of the "two-step" approach.
The ACPRO procedure is equivalently applicable to link-disjoin, as well as the SRLG-disjoint case, with the only care that rerouting shall be carried out according to the SRLG-disjoint constraint.
We are not going to deal any further with the SRLG case, limiting the rest of this paper to the link-disjoint case. In this section, we wanted to assess the potentiality of the proposed planning method to be extended and generalized. Its actual application to SRLG planning and its possible refinements for this purpose are currently under study.
IV. WDM CHANNEL AVAILABILITY MODEL
To evaluate the WDM channel availability from component availability parameters, we employed the reference model depicted in Fig. 4 . The figure shows a particular WDM channel belonging to a unidirectional fiber and the corresponding equipment involved in transmission.
The great majority of OTN switching nodes installed and operating today are actually electronic nodes: they perform cross-connecting of optical circuits after signals have been converted to an electrical format via suitable input-output interfacing cards. In this paper, we have considered all the nodes of the network to conform to this architecture. Therefore, each WDM channel is electronically terminated at both the nodes it connects. By the way, this implies that all the nodes are capable of performing wavelength conversion on all the transit lightpaths.
Our method can be equally applied to networks equipped by transparent optical cross connects, possibly with no or limited wavelength conversion capability. We have actually performed the same design experiments we are going to show next also on networks without wavelength conversion. Since such scenario is still beyond the experience of real network operators, it was impossible to find realistic availability data on transparent OXCs. We, thus, employed the same data for the opaque network we are going to show, simply including the wavelength continuity constraint in the planning process. The obtained results are very close to those reported below, indicating that wavelength conversion brings low advantages in static-traffic network planning.
Under the electric-node assumption, the WDM channel is modeled as series of components. Going downstream from the upstream termination the first component of the WDM channel is the transponder. We have assumed that the nodes are of the opaque type with uncolored optical outputs (all the signals at the same wavelength) or transmitting on a proprietary set of wavelengths: the transponder adapts the wavelength by converting it to a wavelength belonging to the set of the WDM multiplex suitable to be transmitted. The next components are the WDM multiplexer, the fiber, the chain of optical amplifiers with the segments of fiber connecting them, and the WDM demultiplexer: all these are shared by all the WDM channels of the fiber. The last component is a receiver with its amplification electronic circuitry.
By comparing operators' requirements and vendors' specifications (with the help of Pirelli Submarine Optical Systems) we have identified a set of availability values, applicable to the components of WDM channels belonging to a terrestrial or a submarine link. Data are reported in Table I . Only the line section of the link is differentiated between terrestrial and submarine, since submarine links are usually terminated onshore.
The MTTR depends upon environmental factors and also upon the operator's investments in the services of maintenance of network equipment. Reasonable ranges are: from 2 to 8 h for terrestrial link components, from 2 to 3 weeks for submarine link components (actual undersea reparations could take much longer, due to unexpected events such as sea storms). Note that line components of submarine links have much higher MTBF compare with the terrestrial counterparts, which partially compensates the higher MTTR. Also, the distance between two neighbor optical amplifiers (amplifier span ) for undersea cables is shorter than for a terrestrial link.
Given the availability of all the components of the series, it is trivial to evaluate the availability of the WDM channel by applying (2) (5) where , , is the length of the link (in kilometers), and is the unavailability of a span of cable (usually negligible) and an optical line amplifier.
All the components included in our model have been characterized in terms of their intrinsic availability, accounting for failures exclusively due to internal causes. Externally provoked failures (construction-work machinery impacts for terrestrial links, anchor impact or fish bytes for undersea cables, etc.) are not considered, though taking them into account would not change our model in any fundamental way. This choice is determined by the difficulty of building statistical models of external failure agents and by the fact that only intrinsic availability usually appears in system specifications. On the other hand, there is no clear agreement in literature about the effective statistical relevance of external failures: accidental link breakups are reported to be rare events by some authors (1.24 min/year [28] ) or relatively frequent by some others (136 cuts in the U.S. during 1997 [8] , or 1.5 cuts per 1000 miles/year, typically used in the U.S. long-haul networks). Since we you are focusing on the internal failure causes and the consequent relative availability values, actual values of unavailability could be worse.
Rigorously, the event of internal failure on a WDM channel characterized by our model does not coincide with the event of link failure. A failure of a transponder or an amplified receiver concerns a single WDM channel, as well as a failure of an optical amplifier or a mux/demux involves only one fiber of a link. However, in the context of our model, such failures can be interpreted as link failures, since there are no protection mechanisms able to locally reroute a failed WDM channel onto another WDM channel of the same link. From the connection point of view, a WDM channel failure activates exactly the same mechanisms as a link failure. Our dimensioning technique is conservative: it does not consider that survivor idle WDM channels of a partially failed link are available resources that could be used to carry traffic. However, we are dealing with preplanned protection systems that do not require the knowledge of failure location: the exploitation of survivor WDM channels is more appropriate for dynamic connection restoration.
V. CASE-STUDY ANALYSIS
The design procedure explained in the previous sections has been applied to realistic case-study networks. Most of the design experiments concern a network connecting the major cities (Fig. 5) . Though its physical topology does not exactly correspond to any commercial operator installation, it is a reasonable approximation of the real Italian optical backbone infrastructure. We have conventionally named it ITNet. It comprises 32 nodes and 72 links, 10 of which are submarine systems (dashed segments in Fig. 5) .
The rather limited geographical extension of the network makes the terminal systems to have a greater influence on the WDM channel availability (evaluated by (5), using data of Table I ) than the line systems. For the same reason, difference in availability between terrestrial and undersea links is limited. The set of connection requests has been built with the help of Telecom Italia Laboratory according to realistic traffic measurements. It comprises 250 unidirectional asymmetric optical connection requests. Two sets of design and optimization experiments have been carried out, for the two path-protection techniques considered in the paper: DPP and SPP. In each of the two sets, the following set of values of has been scanned: . The following output performance parameters have been measured:
• average connection unavailability ; • total number of fibers ; • total number of WDM channels , used by either working or protection lightpaths.
It is worth noting at this point that does not correspond merely to the product , because represents only the number of used channels and does not count the free residual channel capacity.
For each protection case, the network has been initially dimensioned by performing the MCAD. Then, the ACPRO has been run three times (separately), adopting the following values for the margin :
(unchanged unavailability compared with MCAD), and . Fig. 6 refers to DPP. It displays the average connection unavailability plotted as a function of .
Resource utilization, the other objective function of the design process, is dealt by Fig. 7(a) and (b) , which plots the two output parameters and as functions of .
In the three graphs, results of MCAD have not been represented, since they are coincident with those of ACPRO with . Being the network capacity unconstrained, MCAD is able to actually find the highest available RFWA for each connection (when possible, all the connections avoid submarine links, which have a higher unavailability). Once MCAD has completed its job, ACPRO with can do very little to reduce the number of fibers. It can reroute connections only if it is able to find alternative cycles with the same unavailability, which is practically impossible even for highly connected networks as ITNet. In the DPP case, thus, and for any values of , ACPRO results in no gain in the number of deployed WDM channels, no change in the number of occupied WDM channels and obviously no worsening in availability.
It should be noted that the minimum average unavailability obtained by MCAD is fully independent of (Fig. 6 ). This again is a consequence of a capacity-unbounded problem and of the fact that availability weights, in our model, are completely independent on the number of wavelengths per fiber. The development of a more accurate model keeping WDM channel density into account in evaluating the availability of transmission systems, will be the subject of future work.
When the margin is relaxed to 10 and 100, ACPRO is able to reduce the number of deployed fibers, as it appears in Fig. 7(a) , where the results for SP and for ACPRO with equal to 10 and 100 are almost overlapped. The number of occupied channels is shown in Fig. 7(b) , and it increases when the constraint on availability is relaxed. The reason of this increasing trend is that the ACPRO algorithm essentially reroutes connections on longer lightpaths in order to free and remove fibers. This is allowed by the relaxation of the bound on the unavailability for all the connections. There is, however, just a small increase of the average unavailability value (less than a factor 2, far less than the margin), indicating that only few connections undergo rerouting. Rerouting on longer cycles, besides being effective in freeing some partially used fibers, has also the opposite consequence of increasing the total number of consumed channels: resource optimization results from a tradeoff between these two trends.
By comparison, we have reported on the graph also the results of optimization performed without considering any constraint on availability and adopting a new routing criterion, instead of an availability metric: the objective is to minimize the number of fibers recurring to shortest-path-based algorithm [21] , and we refer to this strategy as SP. With margins 10 and 100, ACPRO converges almost perfectly to the SP solution. The increase in the number of deployed WDM channels is an effect of WDM granularity. If we suppose that all the connections are routed along their shortest cycle, the corresponding is the smallest possible channel occupation (which for ITNet loaded with our static traffic is around 1340 channels). The lower bound on the number of deployed channels is , which is an increasing function of . In conclusion, with DPP in the ITNet case even a small margin is sufficient to optimize network resources; a larger margin is useless. Fig. 8 displays the probability density histograms of the availability values of the connections for the ITNet with DPP after ACPRO has been performed with margin 1 and 100, with . As a further proof of what was stated above, we notice how after ACPRO few connections appear with higher unavailability, while the shape of the probability density function does not change very much.
Let us now switch to SPP. Results obtained designing ITNet are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10.
The curves are quite different from the dedicated case. Resource-sharing implies a general unavailability increase of about one order of magnitude. On the other hand, the number of occupied channels decreases of about 300 (roughly from 20% to 30%), while the number of installed fibers decreases by 20% for and by a small percentage for . The MCAD curve is no longer flat, but it has a minimum around . Availability decreases compared with DPP due to sharing. As the MCAD SPP curve [ Fig. 10(b) ] confirms, for the value at which unavailability is minimum, channel occupation has a maximum, indicating a low sharing degree.
The ACPRO curve with does not coincide with MCAD any more. Surprisingly, at a first sight, ACPRO with reaches lower unavailability values then MCAD. The explanation is that in the attempt of minimizing resources, ACPRO, by rerouting, forces many connections to return from sharing to dedicated path protection. This is proved also by the fact that ACPRO with occupies more channels than MCAD and is successful in reducing the number of fibers [ Fig. 10(a)] .
The difference in terms of unavailability between the results of ACPRO with and is more relevant than in the dedicated case. The increments compared with MCAD and ACPRO with indicate an increased use of sharing. As (4) shows, unavailability of some connections rapidly increases as their sharing groups get populated. The chance of sharing are increased by the relaxation of the availability constraint that allows to route connections along longer cycles. The average unavailability remains, however, well below the threshold set by the margin even in this SPP case. In fact, the values of and obtained by ACPRO with margins 10 and 100 are again very close to the corresponding values of the shortest-path optimization. This indicates that even with SPP, relaxing availability constraints beyond a certain level does not help in further reducing physical resources. Fig. 11 displays the probability density histograms of the availability values of the connections for the ITNet with DPP after ACPRO has been performed with margin 1 and 100, with . The second case-study network we have considered is the well known U.S. National Science Foundation Network (NSFNet), represented in Fig. 12 . The WDM channel availability model is the same adopted for the ITNet, described in Section IV. NSFNet has however only terrestrial links, a much larger geographical extension and lower connectivity, with 14 nodes and 22 links. Traffic demand is composed of 360 unidirectional connection requests, distributed in order that traffic is symmetric, derived from realistic traffic measurements reported in [29] . Fig. 13 displays all the results concerning NSFNet dimensioning and optimization.
The curves plotted in the graphs have behaviors very similar to those of the ITNet, confirming with another example all the observations we have previously stated. The major difference with the ITNet is a global worsening of the unavailability performance, due to the larger geographical extension of this second network.
From Fig. 13(a) , we can further observe that ACPRO with and gives exactly the same results and that the difference between the highest and lowest unavailability is very small (about 7 10 , while it was 1.5 10 for ITNet). NSFNet traffic is dominated by few source-destination node pairs demanding a very high number of connections: this makes the network very "tight" after MCAD (many unused fibers are removed), with few chances of rerouting.
In Fig. 13(c) a crossover takes place between the two curves of ACPRO with margins 10 and 100 for . For that particular value of , ACPRO with is able to find a planning solution that occupies a small number of WDM channels [though hardly visible in Fig. 13(d) ] and, thus, has a high average availability. The corresponding total number of fibers (or of deployed channels ) follows, however, the general trend given by ACPRO for other values of (see curve with ). It should also be noted that curves in Fig. 13(c) , unlike the corresponding curves for ITNet, do not have a minimum around : the sharing degree gradually decreases with , instead of having a peak, as confirmed by channel occupation [ Fig. 13(d)] .
A. Traffic Expansion Under Fixed Link Capacities
So far, we have considered static traffic matrices, exploring a viable method to ensure guaranteed availability levels, while minimizing the network resources. Due to new bandwidth-hungry services, transport networks have been experimenting uninterrupted traffic growth: in Fig. 14 , we show on ITNet how the average unavailability is affected by a traffic volume increase, keeping the physical resource allocation fixed after the initial design phase of the network. The whole traffic matrix is multiplied by a factor in order to increase its dimension. To apply a fair scaling to the traffic matrix, we have defined a new basic traffic matrix, which corresponds to : this new matrix respects the original size relations among the various entries, but each entry has a value greater or equal to one. Then, the matrix has been multiplied by increasing values of the scaling factor , assigning to each entry the value of the closest integer. We have fixed a fiber assignment on ITNet as follows: each terrestrial (submarine) link is equipped with 24 (13) fibers, each fiber supports eight wavelength channel. We have then applied ACPRO with a margin equal to 10 to allocate connection requests. Fig. 14 shows that the average unavailability value is constant until , when the value of suddenly increase of about two order of magnitude. The reason of this behavior is that is the highest value of for which the network resource can accommodate all the traffic, according to ACPRO. Over that value, connections that cannot be protected are routed on unprotected working lightpath or rejected if no admissible working path is found. Due to the new unprotected connections in the network the average availability value suddenly worsen.
In conclusion, a correct design of the network is a critical factor to guarantee the required availability level of the optical connections. ACPRO has been shown to successfully achieve this requirement, jointly addressing capacity and availability objectives.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a heuristic method to design and optimize an optical transport network according to a given set of static protected connections, so that two objectives are pursued: obtaining high availability of the connections and minimizing the network deployment cost. Algorithms and techniques have been provided to support availability metric as a routing criterion. Optimization procedures have been proposed to optimize the network when dedicated path protection and shared path protection are adopted as protection techniques in the OTN layer. Case-study analysis has been carried out by solving some examples of optimization, starting from realistic availability data, network topologies, and traffic. Results show that the typical "five-nines" target (unavailability order of magnitude of 10 ) can easily be achieved in a first phase of lightpath allocation in a capacity-unconstrained network model. We have considered only internal failure causes related to realistic equipment availability. External failures, such as fiber cuts, which are not controllable by the technology provider and which strongly depend on deployment characteristics, have not been taken into account, although their inclusion in the model is possible.
Good network resource minimization can result from a subsequent heuristic optimization phase, without severely compromising connection availability. By exploiting this procedure the network can be designed with a total amount of fibers not far from the theoretical lower bound for the given traffic. Sharing of preplanned protection resources proved to be a good technique to reduce the network cost, while achieving an acceptable reliability performance.
Another aspect of the problem is the role of availability in the dynamic decision-making and failure management for rerouting and failure management. Availability information could be used by a standard link-state routing protocol to efficiently provision reliable connection. So, further study is needed to develop availability-guaranteed provisioning framework to support on-the fly decisions.
